On the issue of the current state of agriculture of the Kazakhstan

Abstract
Object: analysis and assessment of the state of poultry farming (including determining the dynamics of the poultry industry development) in the leading regions of Kazakhstan

Methods: In particular, the study comparative, logistic, specific methods of analysis are used: economic-mathematical, economic-statistical; graphical interpretation of information, an experimental method that includes conducting a ascertaining experiment, analyzing and summarizing the data obtained, which made it possible to assess the state and development of the main sub-sectors of agriculture, revealed the leading regions of Kazakhstan in the development of poultry farming.

Findings: A comprehensive analysis of crop and poultry production in Kazakhstan is conducted. In particular, the dynamics of the development of the poultry sector for the period from 2010 to 2019, the number of birds in regions of Kazakhstan were studied.

Conclusions: The agricultural sector is a key sector of the economy of Kazakhstan, so the degree of its development affects the provision of food security, as well as the socio-political stability of the state. To meet domestic needs it is necessary to develop poultry farming, thereby reducing import dependence in a number of poultry products. Consequently, the complex reasons for the decline in the number of birds by region are determined, measures are proposed to minimize the impact of restraining factors in the development of poultry farming.
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Introduction
It is a well-known fact that the agricultural sector is the key sector of Kazakhstan's economy, the degree of development of which affects food security, and political stability of the state. In light of solving the problems of strengthening, the competitiveness of the economy, the role and importance of the agricultural sector is significantly increasing.

Having agricultural lands of 76 thousand hectares and favorable climatic conditions in the north of the country for growing grain, in the south for growing cotton, sugar beet, rice and so on, with the potential for development of livestock sub-sector, Kazakhstan's dynamic in the solution of structural problems in the market. Having all the factors that stimulate and contribute to the development of the agricultural industry, it is very important to carefully study the problems related to the development of this industry, including a comprehensive analysis, identifying existing problems, as well as determining models for further successful development of the industry. This need arises due to the fact that the products of such a sub-sector as poultry farming play a crucial role in ensuring the food security of the country. However, in recent years there has been a decline in the number of birds in our country due to the crisis state of agriculture and, as a result, import dependence.

Literature Review
This problem was studied in their works by such scientists as D.M. Keynes, P. Samuelson, M.L. Lurie, and others. Among the researchers in the CIS, N.A. Popov, M. Pershukevich, and so on were engaged in the study of agricultural issues. N.A. Popov identified the theoretical and methodological foundations of the organization of agricultural production, and also analyzed the economic activities of agricultural enterprises in the general system of the agro-industrial complex (Popov, 1999).
M. Pershukevich studied the resource potential of agriculture, have identified the relationship infrastructure that can meet the needs of agriculture and industrial and scientific-technical development of the agroindustrial complex (Pershukevich, 2001).

Thus, the economic literature studies the problems of effective agricultural production and focuses on the development of certain sub-sectors, to which the regions have a so-called predisposition, that is, certain natural and climatic conditions.

Methods
The method of exploring the surrounding realities is the scientific method. In our article we used a set of methods from a wide range of general scientific methods of analysis. The analysis of agriculture is based on the dialectical method, assuming that all agricultural processes depend on and condition each other. Agricultural science, based on the dialectical method and conducting observation and experiments, capable of increasing the productivity of agricultural products. In particular, in the study of agricultural economics specific methods of analysis were used: economic-mathematical, economic-statistical. The method of mathematical statistics is an important tool in the planning and processing of the data obtained. This method allows to identify the maximum amount of information from the source data, and make an assessment of the differences between the options. The combination of scientific research methods provides the opportunity to obtain scientifically-based results.

The sources of the conducted economic research were statistical data on the development of the agricultural sector, special scientific domestic and foreign literature.

Results
Durum wheat, which is sown and cultivated in a number of western regions of the Republic of Kazakhstan, enjoys a high level of demand in the world grain markets. Effective development of crop production allows the republic to develop the traditional livestock industry, which fills the domestic needs of the population in food, and light industry in the necessary raw materials. The pig sub-sector and dairy farming are developing in the North, the South have all conditions for development of horse breeding, camel, beef cattle and sheep. Poultry farming is subject to uniform distribution across the regions of the republic, as the natural and climatic conditions and modern technical capabilities of the regions contribute to this. Poultry farming plays a very important role in ensuring food security. At the same time, the poultry industry depends on the level of breeding work, which is aimed at increasing the productivity and strengthening the breeding qualities of birds, balance in feeding issues. The dynamics of the development of the poultry industry for the period from 2010 to 2019 can be viewed in Figure 1.
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The number of birds in 2019, according to the population, increased significantly, but the growth occurred unevenly in all regions. Ten regions of the republic have reduced the number of poultry production. And four regions, on the contrary, showed an increase in the number of birds.
The decline in poultry has occurred as a result of the agricultural crisis, which is gradually leading poultry farming to become dependent on imports. And this, in turn, has a negative impact on the food security of the republic as a whole.

According to the national statistics of the Bureau of the Agency for strategic planning and reforms of RK, the degree of participation in the development of poultry industry leaders are Almaty region, Akmola region, North Kazakhstan region. Mangystau and Atyrau regions form the minimum share of participation in the development of poultry farming in the republic due to unfavorable natural and climatic conditions for poultry breeding.

As of November 1, 2019, the number of birds increased to 47,850 thousand heads, which is 468 thousand more than in the previous period. For the month of November the number of birds in Kazakhstan became equal to 47,521 thousand heads, that is, it decreased by 329 thousand heads, or 0.7 %. By January 1, 2020, the number of birds decreased by 2,323 thousand heads from an indicator of 47,521 thousand heads to 45,197 thousand heads, that is by 4.9 %. In general, in 2019 the number of birds in the country increased by 891 thousand heads, from the indicator of 44305 thousand heads to 45197 thousand heads, that is, by 2 %.

When analyzed by region (see Figure 3), in the Almaty region for the month of December 2019 was observed the greatest decrease in the number of birds with 11200 thousand heads to 10311 thousand heads, the difference amounted to 889 thousand heads; in the North-Kazakhstan region decreased from 5382 thousand heads to 4614 thousand heads, at 767 thousand head; a reduction in the number of birds in Kostanay region was from 4714 thousand heads to 4266 thousand heads, a difference of 447 thousand head, in the East Kazakhstan region the number of birds decreased from 4189 thousand heads to 3875 thousand, that is, the difference is 314 thousand heads. In six other regions the number of birds decreased by no more than 300 thousand heads. But there is not only a reduction in the number of birds; in two regions of the republic the number of birds has increased, for example, in the Turkestan region the number of birds increased from 1907 thousand heads to 2178 thousand heads, which is 270 thousand heads. In the Akmola region, the number of birds increased from 7954 thousand heads to 8078 thousand heads, the difference was 124 thousand heads.

In general, in 2019 the number of birds increased by 528 thousand heads in the Akmola region, and 130 thousand heads in the Turkestan region. The largest reduction in the number of birds for the whole of 2019 occurred in the Kostanay region from 4422 thousand heads to 4266 thousand heads, the difference was 156

Figure 2. Difference in changes in the number of birds in Kazakhstan for 2019, thousands of heads
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thousand heads, and also in the Almaty region the number of birds for 2019 decreased from 10426 thousand heads to 10311 thousand heads, the difference was 115 thousand heads.

Figure 3. Dynamics of the number of birds in the context of the regions of Kazakhstan for 2019, thousands of heads

Note: compiled by the authors

Despite the general growth trend, the domestic producer of the poultry industry does not have a high competitiveness even in comparison with the Russian producer.

In the poultry industry today both the efficiency of products and their safety (in terms of quality and harmlessness of consumption) are very important. At the same time, preferences in the main link of the poultry system change, namely: agricultural poultry should have such properties as the development of the immune system, good adaptability and high productive qualities of meat and eggs, etc. To achieve this goal to increase competitiveness it is possible to use an integrated approach and systematic coordination of genetics and breeding. In Kazakhstan in 2018 there were about 60 poultry farms, meat production was about 180 thousand tons. While the total demand for meat is approximately 300 thousand tons. That is, a little more than half of the domestic market needs for poultry meat are occupied by domestic producers. This import-dependent situation arose as a result of many problems, including:

- high cost of the feed component;
- use of outdated equipment.

To solve the current situation it is necessary:

1. Reimbursement of part (30 %) of the financial costs associated with the purchase of machinery and special equipment, with the construction of modular production structures of meat and egg farms.
2. Preferential subsidies for investment activities of poultry organizations (the rate is up to 5 % per annum, for a period of at least 20 years).
3. Formation of stabilization funds for feed grain not only in the state reserve, but also in the association of agricultural producers.

Through these measures it is possible to minimize the impact of constraints on the development of poultry farming and the agricultural industry as a whole.

**Discussions**

The agricultural sector of the economy of Kazakhstan is still in crisis today, which motivates the urgency of solving food issues and revising its agricultural policy. The crisis is associated with such reasons as the fact that the agricultural sector is a seasonal production and is objectively unable to resist the monopoly poli-
On the issue of the current state of agriculture of the Kazakhstan economy in the first and third spheres of the agricultural sector. It should be noted that the preventive measures that are taken in a timely manner in the country help to maintain some stability in the domestic food market. But the weakness of our agriculture in the face of the global market and the high vulnerability to global trends, unfortunately, remains.

Conclusions

As a result of the analysis of agriculture, including poultry farming, the opportunities for the development of the poultry sub-sector and its growth trend are determined. Kazakhstan, officially having about 60 poultry farms, produces poultry meat in the amount of 180 thousand tons, and the domestic demand for this type of product is about 300 thousand tons. To meet domestic needs it is necessary to develop poultry farming, thereby reducing import dependence in a number of poultry products. Problems in the development of poultry farming in Kazakhstan are highlighted:

- high cost of feed component;
- use of outdated equipment.

Measures are proposed to minimize the impact of restraining factors in the development of poultry farming:

1. Reimbursement of part (30 %) of the financial costs associated with the purchase of machinery and special equipment, with the construction of modular production structures of meat and egg farms.
2. Preferential subsidies for investment activities of poultry organizations (the rate is up to 5 % per annum, for a period of at least 20 years).
3. Formation of stabilization funds for feed grain not only in the state reserve, but also in the association of agricultural producers.
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Қазақстан ауыл шаруашылығының қазіргі жағдайы туралы

Аннотация

Метаболиты: Қазақстандың жетекші өпірлердің құс шаруашылығының жай-құйын талдау және баянау (онсы ішінде құс шаруашылығы саласының даму серпінін айқындау).

2. Аккараттапы графикалық түсіндіру.
3. Ауыл шаруашылығының негізгі кіші салаларының жай-құйы мен дамуын баянаута мүмкіндік берген, айқындаушы эксперимент жұрғізу, алынған дерекетерді талдауы және қоргуды қамтамақ эксперименттік әдіс құс шаруашылығының дамуына бойынша Қазақстандың жетекші өпірлерінің анықтау.

Қоркытымды: Қазақстандың осымдік шаруашылығы мен құс шаруашылығына кешенді талдау жұрғізілді. Атап айқын, құс шаруашылығы саласының 2010 жылыдан 2019 жылыға дейінгі қандай даму серпіні, Қазақстан өпірлерінің өңірлерін сапасы зерттеледі.

Тұжырымдама: Аграрлық сектор Қазақстан экономикасының негізгі секторы болып табылады, сондықтан қызмет-тұлға қауіпсіздігін камтамасыз ету, сондықтан мемлекеттің елді өсімдік-растеміздік-сауық тұқымдарының дамуын, даму жабдықтандырып, ауыл шаруашылығының дамуын қамтамасыз ету.

Кізім сөзгер: аграрлық сектор, құс шаруашылығы, қызмет-тұлға қауіпсіздігі, өсімдік шаруашылығы, ауылшаруашылық, ағарлық сөзгер.


